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Dear Parents,
With the Winter Term PTM being held very recently, a whole lot of constructive feedback and
observations have been exchanged from both ends,
followed by the ongoing process of nudges and
pushes that continue for an even better overall
outcome from our students. The Summer Term,
along with the promising heat, also brings with it
focused study habits, especially for our ‘O’ Level
candidates of classes 9 and 10 who shall soon be
availing their study leave for the upcoming CIE
exams.
Children’s Day was celebrated on 17 March at
both units of CGSD Primary and Secondary with
our Community School students to further give
everyone an added flavour of what it is like to be
a child. As childhood connects to ice cream,
crisps, candies and balloons, attempts were made
to enhance that connection amidst activities and
festivities galore. Our heartfelt thanks to all our
students as well as adult sponsors who have not
only been with CGSD CS, but have always given
their valuable time as well in a selfless manner.
One of the most awaited events at CGS has always been the Pohela Boishakh charity carnival
and this year, the spirit remains the very same as
preparations are already underway to make the
event a coulourful one throughout the course of
the day. Closer to date, details shall be further
notified. With the spirit of Boishakh in the air
just around the corner, a wish in advance for
noboborsho to all at large.
Asia Chowdhury

CGSD CHARITY CARNIVAL 1425
CGSD will be celebrating the Bangla New Year
on 12th April at the Gulshan 2, Road 83 campus.
Students, parents, friends and faculties are welcome to join in the celebrations.
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RS & MUN UPDATES
A team recently returned from Singapore after attending the Nanyang Technological University
Model United Nations Conference (NTU MUN)
2018. Pictured above L to R, Rubayet (11C),
Maynur (11G), Ameera (11C), Unaiza
(11G), Fareen (11C), Ruhbayna Miss, Ifaz
(12C), Yasir (9K), Rafid (9K).
Two teams are also getting ready to travel to Thailand and Australia in April. A team of 12 combining CGS and CGSD participants will be travelling
to Regent’s School in Bangkok for a RS Conference themed ‘Discover More’. While another
team is heading to The Armidale School, Australia on the theme ‘Humanity in Action’. The
focus of the conference will be to reflect upon and
embrace a better understanding of our environment,
the communities we belong to and what role we all
have in actively building the future.

Children’s Day at CGSD Pictured above.

EKUSHEY COMMEMORATED
Our Ekushey martyrs were remembered by staff and
students, as all came dressed in black and white
mufti and laid wreaths on the Ekushey memorial. A
Secondary group pictured above and Primary class
group below.

CAMBRIDGE CHECKPOINTS FOR CLASS 8
Cambridge Checkpoints are diagnostic tests that have been designed to
assess students’ progress in class
8. The tests, in the core areas of English, Mathematics and Science, give valuable feedback on students’ strengths and weaknesses before they progress
to the next stage of education.
These tests are marked in Cambridge and provide us
with an external international benchmark for student performance. Each student receives a statement
of achievement and a diagnostic feedback report,
giving us detailed information and parents extra
trust in the feedback they receive.
The tests are mandatory at CGS/CGSD and Class
8 students will be appearing for their Checkpoints
in late April. Feedback received will be used to
tailor class groups and individual study plans for
maximum effectiveness.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Easter Sunday

DATE
1.4.2018

RS Conference at Regent’s Bangkok 6-10.4.2018
RS Pohela Baishak Charity Carnival 12.4.2018
Shab-e-Maraj*

13.4.2018

Pohela Baishak

14.4.2018

CIE Checkpoint Examinations

24-26.4.18

Buddha Purnima

29.4.2018

